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Abstract
Current state-of-the-art systems for automatic phonetic transcription (APT) are mostly phone recognizers based on Hidden Markov mod-
els (HMMs). We present a different approach for APT especially designed for transcription with a large inventory of phonetic symbols.
In contrast to most systems which are model-based, our approach is non-parametric using techniques derived from concatenative speech
synthesis and template-based speech recognition. This example-based approach not only produces draft transcriptions that just need to
be corrected instead of created from scratch but also provides a validation mechanism for ensuring consistency within the corpus. Im-
plementations of this transcription framework are available as standalone Java software and extension to the ELAN linguistic annotation
software. The transcription system was tested with audio files and reference transcriptions from the Austrian Pronunciation Database
(ADABA) and compared to an HMM-based system trained on the same data set. The example-based and the HMM-based system achieve
comparable phone recognition rates. A combination of rule-based and example-based APT in a constrained phone recognition scenario
returned the best results.

1. Introduction
Phonetic transcriptions of speech recordings are a valu-
able resource in speech technology and phonetic sciences.
Their production, however, is a tedious, expensive, and er-
ror prone manual process. Automatic phonetic transcrip-
tion (APT) is therefore a desirable supporting technology
for linguists and phoneticians. There are two specific ways
in which APT may aid in the production of phonetically
transcribed speech corpora. First, by providing draft tran-
scriptions to the transcriber that only need to be corrected
instead of being created from scratch. And second, by pro-
viding a validation mechanism to ensure accuracy and con-
sistency either among a team of transcribers or over differ-
ent subsets of the produced corpus.
Current state-of-the-art systems for automatic phonetic
transcription are mostly phone recognizers based on Hid-
den Markov models (HMMs) (Cucchiarini and Strik,
2003). HMM-based systems provide good accuracy when
trained with large amounts of audio data. Moving from
broad to narrow phonetic transcription, however, this task
is becoming more and more challenging, as not only the
number and hence the confusability of phones increases,
but also the amount of readily available material for train-
ing the individual phone models of the APT system goes
down. At the same time, an HMM-based decoder does not
provide a direct solution for validating transcriptions. The
phone labels are assigned based on the likelihood of only
the current audio frame given the HMM parameters regard-
less of all the other instances of this label in the corpus.
As an alternative solution that addresses these two issues,
we propose a non-parametric approach for producing a nar-
row automatic phonetic transcription that is inspired by
concatenative speech synthesis (Taylor, 2009) and recent
work on template-based speech recognition (De Wachter
et al., 2007). In concatenative speech synthesis an utter-
ance is synthesized from a given input phone sequence by
concatenating pre-recorded audio samples of the required
phones. A phone string is used here as a database key to
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Figure 1: Example-based APT: the input utterance is com-
pared to examples in a database, and the transcriptions of
the most similar examples are concatenated to form the new
transcription.

obtain the proper audio samples from a database of audio
examples. In example-based automatic phonetic transcrip-
tion this process is inversed as shown in figure 1. For recog-
nizing an input utterance, the audio recording is compared
to a database of example transcription segments1. In this
case, we use audio samples as database key to retrieve tran-
scription bits from this database of example transcriptions.
The best matching audio samples are determined with an
audio pattern comparison algorithm. These are then used
to derive the phonetic transcription of the given utterance
in a final synthesis step.
Our approach is similar to translation memory systems:
With every draft transcription hypothesis all similar exam-
ples of the database are available to the transcriber as a ref-

1In the rest of this paper, we refer to pieces of audio data as
audio samples, pieces of phonetic transcriptions as transcription
segments, and pieces of labelled audio data as examples.



erence for assigning the new label and for checking con-
sistency. This way, the transcription process is optimally
supported by our APT method.
This paper is organized as follows: In section 2, the tran-
scription framework is presented and two approaches for
deriving an automatic phonetic transcription are defined.
Section 3 describes the implementation of this transcrip-
tion framework in a standalone Java software and as an ex-
tension to the ELAN linguistic annotation software (Wit-
tenburg et al., 2006). In section 4, the method is evaluated
on the Austrian Phonetic Database (ADABA) (Muhr, 2008)
and compared to an HMM-based transcription system. The
results in section 5 show that our example-based APT sys-
tem achieves comparable phone accuracy rates.

2. Transcription system overview
We consider two transcription scenarios: In constrained
phone recognition, the set of phones to be recognized from
audio is limited by an intermediate phonemic transcription
derived from an available orthographic representation with
letter-to-sound rules (see table 1). In the more complex task
of unconstrained phone recognition a phonetic transcrip-
tion is hypothesized based on the acoustic representation
only.
An overview of the system is shown in figure 1. For pattern
comparison a database with audio samples and the corre-
sponding transcription segments has to be built. In the con-
strained phone recognition scenario a candidate selection
can be applied to reduce the search space and speed up the
transcription process. The pattern comparison is performed
by a dynamic time warping algorithm. Finally, the synthe-
sis unit reassembles the transcription segments retrieved by
the pattern comparison to the transcription of the input ut-
terance.

2.1. Database of examples
To establish a database for pattern comparison the avail-
able pre-transcribed audio files need to be segmented into
shorter speech samples. Triphones were selected as seg-
mental units for their good compromise between shortness
and the contextual information that they provide.
In order to cut the audio data into triphones, the
phone boundaries were determined by performing forced
alignment with the Hidden Markov Model Toolkit
(HTK) (Young et al., 2006). We use 12 Mel Frequency
Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs) as features plus overall en-
ergy, delta coefficients and acceleration coefficients, which
leads to 39 parameters per frame. A filterbank of 26 chan-
nels, an analysis window length of 25 ms, and a frame rate
of 10ms were used. After the feature extraction monophone
HMMs with five states and single Gaussian probability dis-
tribution were trained. The flat start approach was applied
for training and re-estimation was performed five times.
Then a forced alignment was carried out and the audio sam-
ples were cut into overlapping triphones along the retrieved
phone boundaries.
For constrained phone recognition the intermediate tran-
scriptions associated with the audio files were segmented
as well. For each audio sample 13 MFCCs and the cor-
responding intermediate transcription segment were inte-

Word Transcription
German English Intermediate Austrian ref.
Aquarell watercolor / a k v a R e l / [akva"öefll]
Bäcker baker / b e k 6 / ["beflk5]
Frage question / f R a g @ / ["fra:g@]

Table 1: Three examples for the intermediate phonemic
transcription with corresponding reference transcriptions
for the Austrian variety of German. The phonetic symbols
for the intermediate transcription are taken from a subset of
SAMPA German.

grated in a data structure that can be accessed by the pattern
comparison unit. For unconstrained phone recognition the
intermediate transcription was omitted.

2.2. Candidate selection

The database of examples can be very large, containing tens
of thousands of entries. An informal initial experiment with
Matlab on a standard PC showed that the transcription of a
word would need hours if the input utterance was compared
to every sample in the database of examples.
For constrained phone recognition the search space was re-
duced by implementing a candidate selection. The can-
didate selection uses the intermediate transcription to re-
strict the search to possibly matching examples. This way
the number of comparisons is reduced and the transcrip-
tion process is accelerated. Assuming that the intermediate
transcription is coarse enough, there is no loss in accuracy.
For each input utterance an intermediate transcription is
created during the transcription process. For the examples
that are stored in the database this was already done dur-
ing segmentation. In the transcription process the follow-
ing procedure is applied: the intermediate transcription of
the unknown word is created, segmented and then entries
in the database with the same intermediate transcription are
found in a look-up-table. Note that for every segment of
the intermediate transcription a separate list of triphones is
returned.
For unconstrained phone recognition no candidate selection
is applied. However, the transcription process can be accel-
erated by parallelization of the pattern comparison.

2.3. Pattern comparison

To find the samples in the database that are most similar
to the input utterance, a pattern comparison algorithm is
necessary. The similarity is expressed in terms of a nu-
merical distance that is proportional to the subjectively per-
ceived distance of two speech patterns. Different instances
of the same utterance are rarely realized at the same speak-
ing rate. Consequently, the pattern comparison algorithm
has to perform a time normalization, because the similar-
ity measure should neither be influenced by speaking rate
nor by duration variation. In the current implementation
the input utterance is not segmented, meaning that whole
words are compared to triphones from the database of ex-
amples. Therefore, the pattern comparison algorithm has to
deal with this restriction.



2.3.1. Dynamic time warping (DTW) algorithm
The DTW algorithm provides a solution for the problem
of measuring the similarity between two speech patterns of
different length. First, a distance matrix is calculated that
contains the pairwise distances of the MFCC feature vec-
tors. Then an optimal alignment is computed by minimiz-
ing the accumulated local distance. Finally, the accumu-
lated distance from the best alignment is taken as measure
for the global dissimilarity (Rabiner and Juang, 1993).
In a standard DTW implementation the start and end points
of the warping path are fixed to the beginning and the end of
the two utterances. In our case, however, the new utterance
is compared to triphones and not whole words. For this sce-
nario adapted versions of DTW like segmental DTW (Park
and Glass, 2005) or open-begin-end DTW (OBE-DTW)
(Tormene et al., 2009) are better suited. Both algorithms
relax the start and end point constraints of the warping path
and therefore allow for partial matching.

2.3.2. Segmental dynamic time warping algorithm
The segmental DTW algorithm was developed for unsuper-
vised word discovery in information retrieval and speech
segment clustering (Park and Glass, 2005). With segmental
DTW matching words within utterances composed of more
words can be found. This problem is similar to our partial
matching problem.
The computation of the distance matrix is identical to stan-
dard DTW. Instead of searching one best path, however,
the distance matrix is divided into several overlapping di-
agonal bands. Figure 2 shows a distance matrix with one
such band highlighted. Within each of the bands the best
path is computed. Out of these, the path with the small-
est accumulated distance is taken as the best alignment and
its distance is used as similarity measure between the two
speech utterances.
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Figure 2: Distance matrix between the word “Aquarell” and
the triphone “a k v”; the dashed lines indicate the band with
minimum accumulated distance, within this band the local
distances are small.

2.3.3. Open-begin-end DTW
In (Tormene et al., 2009) open-end (OE) and open-begin-
end (OBE) versions of the DTW algorithm are introduced
to match incomplete input data with reference time series.

These algorithms allow a flexible start and ending point of
the path for one of the compared samples and thus can be
used to align a region of the input with a complete reference
or vice versa. This seems ideal for our application to APT,
where the reference examples are triphones and the input
consists of phone sequences of arbitrary length (words in
our particular scenario).

2.4. Synthesis

In the synthesis step the new transcription is created based
on the results of the pattern comparison algorithm. As al-
ready mentioned we consider two scenarios that are ex-
plained in the next paragraphs.

2.4.1. Constrained phone recognition
In the constrained phone recognition scenario, the tran-
scription synthesis is straightforward as the number of
phones is known from the intermediate phonemic transcrip-
tion.
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Figure 3: The three best matching transcription segments
for each segment of the intermediate transcription are
aligned according to their intended position. The ranked
list of phones produces the final transcription.

The overlapping triphones retrieved by the pattern compar-
ison algorithm are split into single phones and then aligned
according to their intended position, as illustrated in fig-
ure 3. For the synthesis of the new transcription several
procedures were tested of which the majority vote proce-
dure yielded the best results: The synthesis unit extracts
the phones that occur most often for each position after the
alignment. Only if a majority vote ends in a draw, the dis-
tance is applied as selection criterion. Then for each phone
the sum of distances is built and the phone with the mini-
mum sum is chosen for the transcription.

2.4.2. Unconstrained phone recognition
For unconstrained phone recognition, the number of phones
per transcription is unknown so a sophisticated decoder is
needed for synthesis. Usually, example-based continuous
speech recognizers use decoding-algorithms like one-pass
decoding or level-building decoding, with a DTW algo-
rithm that performs the pattern matching. These decoding



algorithms perform the pattern matching and the transcrip-
tion synthesis at the same time. We introduce a new ap-
proach – context-sensitive frame based classification – that
allows to separate the pattern-matching from the synthesis
step. This approach uses comparison algorithms that al-
low for partial matching such as segmental DTW and open-
begin-end DTW (OBE-DTW).
Figure 4 shows the concept of this method. In context-
sensitive frame based classification, for each sample in the
database, the best matching region in the input utterance
is determined. Then each frame of the input utterance is
assigned a list of the n-best samples that match with this
frame. The phone corresponding to the frame is determined
by using phone boundary information of the sample and the
warping path resulting from the DTW dissimilarity (dis-
tance) measure. As a result, each frame is classified to a
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Figure 4: Context-sensitive frame-based classification.
Each frame gets assigned an n-best list of matching exam-
ples including meta-information like phoneme boundaries
and warping path of the OBE-DTW.

phone, based not only on frame-level similarity, but on the
context of whole matching examples. The dissimilarity of
the whole example compared with the best possible match-
ing part of the utterance determines the distance for the in-
dividual frame.
Figure 5 illustrates the classification process as it is visu-
alized in our evaluation tool. In the left list, the frames of
the input utterance are shown. The right list displays the
n-best list (i.e., the most similar triphones) for the currently
selected frame.
In contrast to a token-passing decoder (Young et al., 1989),
this approach does not limit the decoding to successive
alignment of samples. It allows the example matches to
start at arbitrary positions of the input utterance and it natu-
rally permits overlapping samples. Based on the n-best lists
for each frame, the subsequent synthesis step can be done
in various ways. In our demonstration application, we use
the k-nearest neighbors (k-NN) with k=10 to classify the
individual frames.

The time-consuming pattern comparison is also very easy
to parallelize: The OBE-DTW can be executed for the input
utterance and each sample separately, as it does not depend
on any other pattern comparison result.

3. Transcription tool EXTRA
In order to test example-based APT in practice, we im-
plemented our APT algorithms in a proof-of-concept tran-
scription software which consists of two tools: EXTRA
– a standalone Java application for evaluation and analy-
sis of transcriptions and ELAN-EXTRA – an extension for
the ELAN linguistic annotation software (Wittenburg et al.,
2006). With these tools, three tasks can be performed via
example-based APT:

• Transcription of a single utterance: For a single
input utterance, the process is straightforward when
using the ELAN software with the installed ELAN-
EXTRA extension, and given a database of examples:
The user selects a region in the input utterance that
should be transcribed and starts the transcription via
selecting the ELAN-EXTRA Audio recognizer. The re-
sulting transcription can be added as a separate tier,
and manually corrected if desired. In our experi-
ments, an input utterance of a few seconds could be
transcribed in less than one minute using a database
of about 80000 examples. Figure 6 shows ELAN-
EXTRA in action.

• Consistency check: The EXTRA transcription anal-
ysis tool provides means to transcribers for finding
inconsistencies among transcriptions within a corpus
of phonetically transcribed speech. For an already
transcribed utterance, EXTRA performs a frame-level
analysis that lists the phone classification results for
the individual frames and visualizes the DTW warp-
ing path for the 100 best matching examples from the
database. Figure 5 shows the evaluation software dis-
playing the results for the transcription of the German
word “Bäcker” (engl. baker).

• Batch transcription: In addition to the transcrip-
tion of single utterances, EXTRA also supports batch
transcription for processing larger corpora. Given a
database of examples and a list of input utterances, the
transcription process is executed automatically.

The EXTRA transcription tools can be downloaded from
our website under http://www.spsc.tugraz.at/
people/stefan-petrik/project-extra.

4. Evaluation
The APT system was evaluated on the Austrian Pronunci-
ation Database (ADABA)(Muhr, 2008). ADABA contains
recordings of six speakers of German, one male and one
female each from Austria, Germany, and Switzerland. The
purpose of the database was to investigate and demonstrate
the differences in pronunciation of the Austrian, German
and Swiss speakers. Each speaker read a list of 12964
single or multi word utterances. The total duration of
recordings is about five hours per speaker. The recordings



Figure 5: The EXTRA transcription analysis tool shows the comparison results of each frame in the input utterance and the
DTW warping path. In the left list the frames of the new utterance are listed. The right list displays the n-best matching
database examples for the currently selected frame.

Variety of German Phonetic transcription in IPA
Austrian [akva"öefll]
German [akva"öEl]

Table 2: Phonetic transcription of the word “Aquarell”.
This example shows the fine degree of detail that is nec-
essary to indicate the difference between the pronunciation
variants.

were done with 44.1 kHz sampling frequency under stu-
dio conditions. The utterances were transcribed with a set
of 89 phonetic symbols, which is more than in common
broad transcriptions for German (45 phonetic symbols for
SAMPA-German). These narrow transcriptions capture the
variation in pronunciation between the different varieties of
German (see table 2). Frequent pronunciation variations
concern, e.g., aspiration, voicing in dental fricatives and
different degrees of opening in vowels.
For the experiments the Austrian male speaker was selected
as single test speaker. The wave files were divided into
85% training data for building the database of examples,
5% development data for parameter tuning and 10% actual
test data.
The example-based system was compared with a tuned
HMM-based system to evaluate the significance of our re-
sults. The standard approach of 5-state left-to-right context-
dependent triphone models with up to 16 GMMs was used
for the acoustic models. The features were extracted by the
same acoustic frontend as described in section 2.1.
For the evaluation of both systems the percentage of correct
phones

PC =
N −D − S

N
× 100% (1)

and the phone accuracy

PA =
N −D − S − I

N
× 100% (2)

were computed, where N is the total number of phones in
the reference transcription, D is the number of deletions, S
the number of substitutions and I the number of insertions
(Young et al., 2006).
Additional tests were applied to decide on the statisti-
cal significance of the performance difference between the
example-based and HMM-based implementations. Follow-
ing the discussion in (Gillick and Cox, 1989), McNemar’s
test and a Matched-Pairs test were selected. In uncon-
strained phone recognition a phone error is independent
from any proceeding phone errors in the same word. Mc-
Nemar’s test requires errors to be independent and there-
fore is used for the unconstrained scenario. In constrained
phone recognition the possible phone sequence is limited.
Consequently, within one word an error may depend on pre-
ceding errors. The Matched-Pairs test is suitable to deal
with such a scenario.

5. Results
5.1. Constrained phone recognition
Table 3 shows the results for constrained phone recogni-
tion for the best setup of the two systems. In constrained
phone recognition, the transcription task is facilitated by an
intermediate phonemic transcription derived from the or-
thographic representation. By using this intermediate tran-
scription only, already phone recognition rates greater than
80% are achieved. The application of pattern matching in
the acoustic domain further refines this basic transcription.
For both, the HMM and the example-based case, the recog-
nition rates improve. The example-based system performs



Figure 6: Screenshot of the ELAN-EXTRA extension. The phonetic transcription including phone boundaries is shown in
the “Transcription” tier.

Int. Tr. HMM Example-based
PC 83.36% 90.88% 91.95%
PA 81.22% 88.83% 89.89%

Table 3: Percentage of correct phones (PC) and phone ac-
curacy (PA) for the intermediate phonemic transcription
(Int. Tr.), HMM and example-based system for constrained
phone recognition. The test set contains 1273 words and
9454 phones.

slightly better in both, percentage of correct phones and
phone accuracy. According to the Matched-Pairs test this
difference in performance is statistically significant at the
0.1% level.
A closer inspection of the substitution errors made by the
example-based system shows that in most cases closely re-
lated phones are confused such as e and efl (/e/ and open-mid
/e/), o and ofl (/o/ and open-mid /o/), t and th (/t/ and aspirated
/t/) and different /s/-variations (s - /s/, sff - advanced /s/; s

ˇ
-

voiced /s/). Obviously, most errors occur when there is only
a subtle distinction between one phone or the other. These
cases are also difficult to judge for a human transcriber as
the transitions between phones are smooth and there is no
clear boundary. In other words these are the cases where
both man and machine reach the limit of their capacities.
Further experiments can be found in (Leitner, 2008).

5.2. Unconstrained phone recognition
In Table 4 the results of our tests for the system with un-
constrained phone recognition are presented. Tests were
performed with two different feature sets: one set with 13
MFCCs per frame (basic coefficients) and the other with 39
MFCCs per frame (basic plus delta and acceleration coeffi-
cients). For the feature set of 13 MFCCs the example-based
system outperforms the HMM-based system. If 39 features
are used, as commonly is done in automatic speech recog-

HMM Example-based
# of features 13 39 13 39
PC 78.55% 88.10% 85.10% 85.21%
PA 75.66% 86.96% 82.25% 82.38%

Table 4: Percentage of correct phones (PC) and phone accu-
racy (PA) for unconstrained phone recognition. The same
test set as for constrained phone recognition with 1273
words and 9454 phones was used.

nition (ASR), the HMM system outperforms the example-
based system which does not benefit significantly from
these derivative features. We believe that the poor perfor-
mance of the HMMs with 13 features is caused by their
lack of trajectory modelling, as explained in (De Wachter et
al., 2007). Example-based systems do not have this weak-
ness. Our results support the argument, that trajectory in-
formation of the acoustic features is significant for ASR
and APT. When using HMM-based systems, this informa-
tion can only be incorporated at the feature level by using
derivative features.
The performance differences between HMM-based and
example-based system are significant at the 0.1% level for
matching feature configurations. The analysis of substi-
tutions shows similar error patterns as in the constrained
scenario. The recognition rates are, however, lower than
the rates achieved by constrained phone recognition. This
means that the intermediate transcription contributes use-
ful information to the transcription process. In the case of
example-based transcription this information is substantial,
whereas for the HMM-based system the impact is lower.
The results for example-based transcription indicate that
the unconstrained system could benefit from a more so-
phisticated synthesis procedure that incorporates a priori
knowledge like, e.g., a phone language model.



6. Conclusion
We present a non-parametric approach to automatic pho-
netic transcription inspired by concatenative speech syn-
thesis and template-based speech recognition. Our method
is based on pattern comparison of the input utterance to a
large database of example transcriptions by dynamic time
warping.
With two demonstration applications, we show how this
example-based approach to transcription supports the pro-
duction of phonetically transcribed speech corpora. First,
an extension to the ELAN transcription software provides
draft transcripts of the audio that only need to be corrected
by experienced transcribers instead of being transcribed
from scratch. And second, a transcription analysis tool al-
lows for consistency checks within the corpus.
The approach was evaluated with audio files and reference
transcriptions from the Austrian Pronunciation Database
(ADABA). The example-based transcription system proved
to be significantly better than transcription based on letter-
to-sound rules and comparable to an HMM-based transcrip-
tion system. The best results were achieved with a combi-
nation of rule-based and example-based APT.
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